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Presentation Notes
This presentation is a joint presentation by Richard Fournier and myself, however many others have contributed to this work whom we will highlight as we go along



ENHANCED FOREST INVENTORY PROJECT IN  
NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR:

USING REMOTE SENSING TO ENHANCE FOREST INVENTORIES

GOAL: To develop remote sensing technologies for cost-
effective and spatial quantification of forest resources in order 
to support enhanced forest management decision making and 
increased competitive advantage.

Objectives:
1. Develop methods for value-based inventory using enhanced 

inventory tools
2. Develop methods to map forest ecosystem services and the effects 

of forest management practices on ecosystem services
3. Develop larger scale mapping and monitoring methods for key forest 

attributes 
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JOANMoving on now to our current project …This project has the same high level goal as the other enhanced forest inventory projects across the CWFC.The goal is to develop remote sensing technologies for cost-effective and spatial quantification of forest resources in order to support enhanced forest management decision making and increase competitive advantage of the forest sector.The high level research objectives of this study are:To develop methods for value-based inventory using enhanced inventory toolsTo develop methods to map forest ecosystem services and the effects of forest management practices on these servicesTo develop larger scale mapping and monitoring methods for key forest attributes 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The enhanced forest inventory team in Newfoundland has some new additions Darrell Harris has joined our team from CFSBarry Elkins is now representing CBPPL Boyd Pittman and Scott Payne are representing the provincial forest management serviceand there are several new researchers and students on board thanks to the AWARE project



MAPPING WOOD FIBRE ATTRIBUTES (SUMMARY OF 4 STUDIES): 
RESULTING R2 OF PREDICTING MODELS

 Improving the characterization of forest structure generally improved our ability to 
predict fibre attributes

Research studies precluding the EFI project:
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Here we have summarized the results of each study based on the R2 and at each of the different scalesThere was a wide range of R2 values but in many cases we are explaining more than 50% of the variance in fibre attributesIn general we found that improving the fine-scale characterization of forest structure generally improved our ability to predict fibre attributesOur challenge moving forward is in improving our ability to map these fine-scale structural variables that have been found to be important for predicting fibre attributes related to wood quality



1. Value-Based Inventory

2. Species Mapping

3. Ecosystem Services

4. Tree & Plot Attributes

5. Forest Sector Value

6. Growth & Productivity

7. Regional Assessment

Q16: “Value-based” forest attributes combining conventional forest inventory 
and LiDAR data? (MSc – Fournier, Yrs 4-5)

AWARE Questions

Q17a: How can landscape level ecosystem services be quantified using 
available geospatial data?? (MSc – Fournier, Yrs 1-2)
Q17b: What landscape level ecosystem goods and service indicators can be 
developed with airborne LiDAR data? (PhD – Fournier, Yrs 3-5)

Q18: How can forest attributes derived from multi-resolution remote sensing 
data be used to conduct habitat assessment?(MSc - Coops, Yrs 3-4)

Q9: What hydrologic indicators can be derived from a LiDAR-based DEM to 
support land classification schemes relevant for forest management ? (MSc-
Dech, Yrs 3-4)

Q19: What new structural attributes can be extracted from terrestrial LiDAR?   
(PDF – Fournier, Yrs 1-3)

Q13: Can we improve forest growth projections with LiDAR-enhanced forest 
inventory data? (PDF - Marshall/Coops, Yrs 1-2)

CWFC Major Activities

Q20: Can multi-temporal ground-based LiDAR be linked to individual tree 
growth models used by industry?(PhD - Fournier, Yrs 3-5)

Q3: How do we effectively scale-up and model error propagation from 
transects of LIDAR data for strategic level information products useful for 
provincial and national level reporting?  (MSc-Fournier, Yrs 1-2)

Q23: How generalizable are methods of species prediction across additional 
core sites?  (PdF - St-Onge, Yrs 3-5)

ENHANCED FOREST INVENTORY ROADMAP

Q24: Can UAV technologies provide consistent and accurate remote sensing 
data for Enhanced Forest Inventory?   (PhD – Fournier, Yrs 1-4)
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The enhanced inventory project major activities as indicated here on the left are consistent with the activities of the other Fibre Centre core sites across CanadaThese activities include: Methods for value-based inventory, species mapping, mapping ecosystem services, tools for generating tree & plot attributes for calibration of remote sensing data, a focus on documenting forest sector value of enhanced inventory technologies; on forest growth & productivity as well as methods for scaling up for regional assessment.And there are many research questions that are being addressed by the AWARE team that link to these major activities.We won’t go through all of the research today…  rather, we will cover the research that is currently active.



ACTIVE STUDIES

1. Species Mapping 
2. Tree & Plot Attributes 
3. Ecosystem Services 
4. Regional Assessment 
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RICHARDThere are 4 studies currently underway focussed on species mapping, tree & plot attributes, ecosystem services and regional assessmentWe’ll very briefly highlight each of these studies



O.R. van Lier and J.E. Luther

Key Research Questions
 Can ALS data be used to predict species-specific basal areas and/or volumes in 

Western Newfoundland’s Boreal forests?  
 Can these predictions be improved with the addition of spectral indices from 

other optical data?

Olivier van Lier
(CWFC)

1. Species Mapping
AREA-BASED PREDICTION OF FOREST 
SPECIES USING RANDOM FORESTS AND 
AIRBORNE LASER SCANNER DATA IN 
WESTERN NEWFOUNDLAND
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The first study is led by Olivier van LierAnd deals with area-based prediction of forest species using ALS dataHis key research questions areCan ALS data be used to predict species-specific basal areas and/or volumes  in Western Newfoundland’s boreal forests?Can these predictions be improved with the addition of spectral indices from other optical data?



1. Species Mapping
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This slide gives a high level overview of the methodology which involves calculating a number of possible response variables from plot dataCalculating predictor variables from the ALS and optical dataAnd using a random forest modeling approach to model and map the response variables of interest which represent distributions of the species of interest in NL



Jean Francois (CWFC)

J.-F. Côté, R.A. Fournier, J.E. Luther 
and O.R. van Lier

Key Research Question
 How can we best use the L-architect model for 

producing surrogate ground plots to enhance forest 
structural characterization with above-canopy 
remote sensing tools?

2. Tree and Plot Attributes
FINE-SCALE 3D RECONSTRUCTION OF 
BOREAL FOREST PLOTS TO IMPROVE 
FOREST CHARACTERIZATION WITH 
REMOTE SENSING
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The second study is a continuation of Jean Francois’ earlier work modeling fine scale forest structure with his architectural modelHere his research question isHow can we best use the L-architect model for producing surrogate ground plots to enhance forest structural characterization with above-canopy remote sensing tools?  The above canopy remote sensing tools can include airborne LiDAR but also other high resolution optical data.



Aurelie Schmidt
(M.Sc. Student)

A. Schmidt, R.A.  Fournier and J.E. Luther

Key Research Question
 AWARE Q17a: How can landscape level ecosystem 

services be quantified using available geospatial 
data?

3. Ecosystem Services
MAPPING THE IMPACTS OF FOREST 
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES ON WATER-
RELATED ECOSYSTEM SERVICES
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The third study is led by an MSc student, Aurelie SchmidtHer study is entitled “Mapping the impacts of forest management practices on water-related ecosystem services”Her study addresses AWARE question 17a which is How can landscape level ecosystem services be quantified using available geospatial data?



3. Ecosystem Services
PROPOSED  
WATERSHED
(HARRY’S RIVER)
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For Aurelie’s study, we have identified a proposed watershed which is almost contained within the Newfoundland core siteIdeally, we would like to extend the lidar survey to include the entire watershed to support a follow-up phd project on mapping ecosystem services using ALS data



3. Ecosystem Services
METHODS OVERVIEW
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Aurelie’s study consists of 5 main stepsIdentification of the water-related ES.  These have been identified as the provision of clean water, regulation of water, and outdoor recreationQuantification of these services using a selection of indicatorsMapping these servicesAn evaluation of the impacts of forest management practices on these services using current and historical dataAnd scenario analysis of planned harvests with respect to the potential impacts of the future harvests on water-related ecosystem services



M. Bujold, R.A. Fournier , J.E. Luther and O. van Lier

Key Research Question
 AWARE Q3: How do we effectively scale-

up from transects of LiDAR data to 
produce strategic level information 
products useful for provincial and 
national level reporting?

Melodie Bujold
(M.Sc. Student)

Satellite and Environmental data
(estimation using random forest)

Ring level

Tree level

Plot level

Airborne LiDAR samples
(estimation using linear regression models)

4. Regional Assessment
STRATEGIES FOR MAPPING FOREST 
ATTRIBUTES OVER A LARGE AREA OF 
BOREAL FOREST OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
USING AIRBORNE LIDAR TRANSECTS
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The fourth project deals with regional assessmentIt is being carried out by another MSc student of AWAREMelodie Bujold is looking at strategies for mapping forest attributes over large areas using lidar transects which were acquired as part of the first project in NewfoundlandHer question is more specifically, How do we effectively scale-up from transects of lidar data to produce strategic level information products useful for provincial and national level reporting?



SPATIALLY COMPREHENSIVE LAYERS

Factors Affecting Tree Growth
(candidate predictor variables)

• Vegetation Composition and 
Structure
• spectral bands and indices

• Climate 
• temperature and precipitation

• Topography / Solar Radiation
• elevation, slope and aspect

4. Regional Assessment
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To do that, Melodie is using a number of spatially comprehensive data layers at the island scale representing factors affecting tree growth including vegetation composition and structure, climate and topography (or solar radiation).



METHODS
OVERVIEW

4. Regional Assessment
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She is testing both direct and indirect strategies to assess whether or not there is an advantage of using ALS transect data above and beyond the use of ground plots.



1. Data Acquisition Summer 2016
• Completion of LiDAR acquisition

• Remeasurement of established PSPs

• Supplementary plots (structure, species, tLiDAR, UAV)

2. Processing ALS data of Newfoundland Core Site
• Quality assessment 

• ALS metrics

3. Modeling (species, structure)
• Parametric and non-parametric methods

4. Mapping
• Production of enhanced forest inventory rasters

NEXT STEPS
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Some of the key next steps for the enhanced forest inventory project in Newfoundland includeA significant data acquisition plan for the coming summer which consists of:Completion of the lidar acquisition by the contractorRemeasurement of established PSPs by provincial staffMeasurement of supplementary plots by a combined CWFC+AWARE teamThere is the quality assessment and processing of the ALS data into ALS metrics to support model developmentAnd then the modeling efforts to predict enhanced inventory attributes and produce enhanced forest inventory maps to support operational forest management planning



Today

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Area-based species

Architectural Modeling

Value-based inventory

Forest Sector Value

Q3 - Regional assessment

Q17a - Ecosystem services I

Q13 - Forest growth

Q19 –Terrestrial Lidar structure

Q24 - UAV

Q9 - Hydrologic indicators

Q18 - Habitat

Q17b - Ecosystem services II

Q23 – Tree-based  species

Q20 - Tree growth

Q16 – New attributes

NL ENHANCED FOREST INVENTORY
PROJECT TIMELINE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The overall project timeline extends over a 5 year period ending in 2020Area-based species research, architectural modeling, values-based inventory and forest sector value studies are ongoing by CWFC researchersThere are several new AWARE studies being initiated in the coming year including Q13 on forest growth; Q19 focussed on terrestrial lidar structure and Q24 using UAV technologiesAnd there are an additional 5 AWARE studies planned for year 3 focussed on hydrological indicators, habitat, ecosystem services, tree based species mapping and tree level growth modelingAnd finally 1 additional study looking at new value based attributes beginning in 2018.



CORE SITE LOCATION
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We refer to the primary study site as the Newfoundland Core SiteIt is about 74,000 ha in size on the west coast of Newfoundland, near Corner BrookAbout 1/3 of the area was flown with the rest planned to be flown early in Summer 2016 with an additional 30,000 ha to cover harry’s river watershedFortunate to have the study site in close proximity to corner brought with decent access throughout the site from logging resource roads



LAND COVER DISTRIBUTION
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> 85% of the site is forested and similar land cover distribution for the remainder of harry’s river watershedIt contains areas of recent harvest as well as planned harvest within the next 5 yearsOur intent is to use the enhanced forest inventory to assist forest management planning at an operational level for the future harvests and to assess the quantitative and qualitative benefits of using the enhanced forest inventory for operational planning



• ~74,000 ha

• Forest Management 
Districts 14 and 15

• The reminder of the test 
site will be collected by 
LED in summer 2016

• ALS data has multiple 
returns, 6 pts/m2, view 
angle +/- 30 deg., 50% 
line overlap

ALS DATA ACQUIRED IN SUMMER 2015
BY LEADING EDGE GEOMATICS
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The study site for the value-based inventory research is the Newfoundland Core Site which is situated between Corner Brook and StephenvilleIt is about 74,000 ha in size.The area outlined in red is the area of a planned lidar acquisition this past summer.  About 1/3 of the area was flown with the rest planned to be flown early in Summer 2016.The filled in squares is the area of lidar that we have received to date



DOMINANT SPECIES DISTRIBUTION
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Presentation Notes
Presence of Balsam Fir, Black Spruce, White Spruce, white and yellow birch (yellow and orange on picture) and eastern larch.Balsam fir dominates ~83% of the commercial forest landbase, or 88% of the stocked commercial forest.



AGE CLASS DISTRIBUTION
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Good distribution of age classes



- ~ 22 Permanent Sample Plots
- ~ 40 Supplementary
- Balsam Fir; Black Spruce; bF PCT

SAMPLE PLOT LOCATIONS 
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Presentation Notes
62 plots will be visited this summer as part of our campaign, 22 of which are PSPsThere are about 30 permanent sample plots within the study area  representing a range of development classesAll except 1 are dominated by balsam firWe plan to supplement this dataset with additional plots this summer in order to represent the full range of structure and key species within the area once new data is acquiredLarge area of PCT so feel important to consider it as a category.Sample the range of height and dbhs



SAMPLING DESIGN
• Stratification of PCA of available lidar flown in 2010

• 8 PC1 + 8 PC2 = 64 PCA classes
• Input metrics T2_IQR, T2_LCV, T2_Lskew, T2_P50, T2_P75, T2_P95, 

T2_P99, T2_PA, T2_PF, TGnd_PA, TGnd_PF, Tmean_Pa, Tmean_PF

• Populate the PCA strata with existing PSPs 
• Establish supplementary plots for PCA strata not represented

• Random selection with logistical limitations
• Selection within homogenous area 

• min of 40m x 40m
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WHAT’S MEASURED AT EACH PLOT?
• PSPs

• Site, Soils
• Forest mensuration (species, status, dbh, blc, hgt, etc)
• Every 4 years

• Supplementary
• Main plot dbh > 9cm; subplot dbh > 4cm
• Forest mensuration (species, status, dbh, blc, hgt)
• Tree locations
• TLS
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FIELD TOUR
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